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Russia’s Alleged Skripal ‘Assassins’ Caught
Breaking the Laws of Physics
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As we detailed earlier, in what appears to be the latest escalation in the UK government’s
campaign to blame Russia for the poisoning of former double agent Sergei Skripal,  his
daughter Yulia Skripal and three other seemingly random Britons (one of whom succumbed
to the deadly Novichok nerve agent used in the attacks), British prosecutors are saying they
have  “sufficient  evidence”  to  charge  Alexander  Petrov  and  Ruslan  Boshirov,  both  Russian
nationals,  with  conspiracy  to  murder  Skripal,  as  well  as  the  attempted murder  of  his
daughter and police detective Nick Bailey, according to Reuters.

The  news  comes  nearly  two  months  after  investigators  said  they  had  identified  the
suspected perpetrators of the Novichok attack by crossing referencing CCTV feeds with
records of people who entered the country around that time.

There’s just one thing… About that CCTV feed!
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Russia has apparently developed an astonishing new technology enabling its
secret agents to occupy precisely the same space at precisely the same time.

These CCTV images released by Scotland yard today allegedly show Alexander Petrov and
Ruslan Borishov both occupying exactly the same space at Gatwick airport at precisely the
same second. 16.22.43 on 2 March 2018. Note neither photo shows the other following less
than a second behind.

There is no physically possible explanation for this. You can see ten yards behind each of
them,  and  neither  has  anybody  behind  for  at  least  ten  yards.  Yet  they  were  both
photographed in the same spot at the same second.

The only possible explanations are:

1) One of the two is traveling faster than Usain Bolt can sprint

2) Scotland Yard has issued doctored CCTV images/timeline.
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Will any mainstream media organizations question this publicly?
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